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Fiesta Shawl Designed by Deb Coombs
This is an easy pattern with lots of versatility. The pattern undulates
throughout the rectangular shawl resulting in wavy edges. Below are
the directions for the shawl as pictured.
Level: Advanced Beginner
Materials: Tahosa – Santa Fe Trail 4 oz (color A), Never Summer Amber Waves – 4 oz. (color B), Champagne Powder: Boulder
Raspberry- 1 oz. (Color C), Twilight – 1 oz. (Color D), Amber Waves –
1 oz (Color E)
Needles: 13 circulars - 36” or 48””
Misc.: Markers, crochet hook
Gauge: not important
Approximate Size: 16” x 90”
Pattern:
With Tahosa (Color A) cast on 279 stitches
Knit one row*
Change to Never Summer (Color B)*
Row 1: K1, ssk, (place marker), * K9, Slip 2, K1, p2sso (pass 2
slipped stitches over) * end with K9, K2tog, K1
Row 2: K1, (place marker), * P1, K4, (K1, YO , K1) in one stitch, K4*,
P1, K1 (after first marker, you will have to advance all others over one
stitch to keep 48 stitches within the sections)
Repeat these two rows, the next color being C and then alternating colors every two rows, as follows: ABD, ABE, ABC.
*When changing colors, leave enough on the edge for the desired length of fringe.
Bind off on row 1.
Other Possibilities:
1. Choose monochromatic colors of the three different yarns (i.e. all red)
2. Make up your own color combo using the three different yarns. You don’t have to use three different colors of
Champagne Powder – choose one or six!
3. This is a great pattern to use up bits and pieces of yarn you may have on hand.
4. Cast on 219 st to create a shawl approx. 20” x 75”.
5. The pattern is a multiple of 12 plus 3…so you can do your own thing as far a size!
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